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Whether in terms of the number of historical and cultural relics, natural scenery or modern civilization, 
Beijing is a city admired by the world. Too many stories have occurred here in the past hundreds of years 
which are talked about and commented by people time and again.

Beijing
A Grand Capital Beyond Images

Witness of Chinese history
Beijing, the original name is “You” or “Yan”, but described 
by Marco Polo to the world, the national capital during 
the dynasty by the greatest emperor Genghis Khan was 
called “Cathay”, related to great name of Caesar, as Kha 
Tsar of the Mongolia pronunciations. It means the superior 
dignity, extremely exceed powers, enormous great glories, 
productive prosperous, dynamic and excellent cultural life 
with millions of population in well-managed city planning. 
It was Beijing at that time in the beginning of 13th century, 

that the brilliant huge imperial golden palaces, temples, the 
shimmering lakes and canals, gardens, pagodas, theaters, 
all excellence formed the city a great majesty. During Marco 
Polo period in Europe, the grand capital name “Cathay” also 
means the glory of China Kingdom too, never specified the 
grand capital away from the dynasty. Today all of those 
major well- preserved historical sites here and there in the 
modern metropolitan of Beijing make it a most attractive 
tourist destination. It even owns a largest number of the 
UNESCO sites. It is always a rear window of the ancient 
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& modern China to the world and a maze to many tourists 
home and abroad. 

The Tian An Men Square, The Forbidden City, The Summer 
Palace, The Temple of Heaven, The Imperial Beihai (North 
Sea) Park, The Imperial Jinshan (Sunshine Prosperity) 
Park, The Jade Spring Imperial Park, the Imperial Fragrant 
Hill Resorts, the Great Wall in many sections, Imperial 
Tombs, and all many other historical sites, temples, gardens, 
museums are the excellent cultural sites for torching us to 
the ancient spirit and historical images of the old China. 
Such as the temples for worship the Gods of the Heaven, 
the Spirit of Land, the Society Security, the Sun, the Moon, 
the Father of Plantation, the Master of Medicine, Beijing 
has 10 specified elemental temples well-preserved for the 
tourism resources, Besides of these, Beijing innumerable 
other ancient architectures in monument style. The city 
is composed with over 69 imperial royal family gardens 
and hundreds of the museums, enormous numbers of 
the religions or ancestral temples. The ancient corners 
and streets everywhere are also an amazing attraction to 
many visitors. Many ancient brilliant sites are behind of 
the modern main streets today, it makes the city a great 
exhibition by composing a thousand years history with the 
modern development together. 

Olympics and sustained modernization helps Beijing to be 
more ancient and modern one with a green environmental 
lifestyle. The Scenery is not only majorly located in the city 
now, the countryside and mountain areas of Beijing are 
becoming more uniquely attractive to many visitors too. The 

deluxe hotels covering the worldwide top brandings with 
all kinds of the artistic fashion and full-board functional 
facilities are beyond people images and expectation. Beijing 
also has a large number of service companies and well-
trained working people. Efficiency and convenience, helps 
and assistance are always ready everywhere in Beijing. The 
English speaking is basically no barrier for travel in Beijing 
by own. All kinds of international cuisine, the food festivals 
and promotion events are one by one continually celebrated 
by the hotels. Friendly circumstances, safety and security, 
cost conscious are always committed in certainty. The 
municipal government has the hot lines in 24 hours service 
for all visitors for their own personal issues.   

China’s very existence formulizes a big issue for western 
accounts of world history. Hegel said the world history 
starting with primitive China and ending in a crescendo 
of perfection with civilization of Germany philosophy. 
Fukuyama’s “end of history” thesis simply replaces Germany 
with America. But suddenly the west has discovered that in 
the East there is China: a large empire, with a long history, 
glorious past, the harmony melting and blending philosophy, 
productive diligences. A whole new world has emerged 
together with an amazing thousand years of China.  

The most popular monumental visiting sites in Beijing are: 
Tian An Men Square, the Forbidden City, ancient world 
wonders of the Great Wall, Ming Tombs, the Sumer Palace, 
the Temple of Heaven, Beihai Imperial Park & Jinshan 
Imperial (Sunshine Prosperity) Park, Tibetan Lama Temple, 
Confucius Temple, the Dynasties National Academy, the 

Ancient Observatory Tower and Ancient Southeastern City 
Wall, the Beijing City Planning Exhibition, Hutong Rickshaw 
Tours to Exploring Old Beijing. 

The largest ancient city complex was built by all the 
dreams, poems and legends for super dignity. Many of those 
numerous imperial constructions in cherish golden and red 
color, are the museums on-display the most glory of human-
made ancient human being’s civilization and the national 
treasures. The each palace is composed with the biggest 
buildings, pagodas, pavilions, marble stone bridges, towers, 
the emperor’s libraries and treasure houses, the temples, 
the exquisite gardens, delicate screens, and connected with 
curving corridors. It is also alway enriched with treasure 
rocks and white marbles, jade, bronze and ceramics. Those 
edifices amidst the cool green pine and fragrant blossom 
flowers & trees, are the beauties of top artificial architecture 
style, many, with gushing water and foam, are to a sort 
of dazzling fantasy. The visiting people who saw it said it 
was more grandiose than the pyramid, more perfect than 
the Parthenon and more transcendent than Notre Dame. 
It shows the human being’s spiritual determination and 
productive capabilities, a far beyond the images. 

The ancient city was also reflected the Chinese ancient 
philosophy and the culmination of imperial power originated 
in the "cosmological center", a magnificent manifestation of 
Chinese cultural tradition. It shows the celestial & human 
beings should be composed in harmony together to elaborate 
symbolism and numerology. The city is always gathering 
local and visitors alike everywhere.

west of Beijing is the wonders of geographic features with 

the high mountains and deep valleys, the rivers with cliff 

are forming the best resorts available for cycling, hiking 

and driving tours for a momentous enjoyment among many 

picturesque peaceful small old towns and villages   

Culture & story
The city itself as the large residential settlement has the 

history of over 3570 years according to its geography 

strategic location. Many earliest national historical events 

happened in the areas. Beijing had been the capital for a 

north state since 1259 BC. After the year of 1153 AD, Beijing 

has been the dynasty capitals of the whole nation, until 1911 

when the last feudalism one was down-throne here by the 

revolution. It has built a brilliant civilization with many 

major witnesses of the national cultural relics.

Beijing is also an international city, the largest gateway, the 

second largest business and commercial center in China. 

The city has been the national hub of transportation, the 

educational center, fast developing science and technology 

center, the MICE and exchange center. The modernization 

helps Beijing to be with all advanced infrastructural 

facilities. Beijing with its full of resources attracted the 

largest number of foreign travelers for visit. Over 90% of 

international tourists to China should have visited Beijing. 

It has the second largest number of the domestic visiting 

travelers at average of over 600 million annually. The 

huge numbers of the hotels are covering all categories of 

demanding for satisfaction. More than a hundred new top 
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In Empire of Wealth: The Epic History of American Economic Power, John Steele Gordon tells 
how the US was born, fought and innovated constantly for the sake of wealth. The US has created one 
third of the world’s wealth and played a leading role in world affairs over 200 years with only 6 percent 
of the world’s population, a miracle made reality.

Washington DC
Best Collection of Fine Museums

An open-minded capital
The rise of the nation was accompanied with risks and 
opportunities, new ideas and old biases, talented people and 
fools. The key to the US rise is that the nation was open-
minded and pioneering and had a complete public education 
system with a good educational infrastructure. This is 
especially true of its capital Washington DC. 

As the political and cultural center of the US, Washington 
is one of only a few capital cities in the world to focus 
so exclusively on administration. The city provides 

opportunities and institutions for people to learn about US 
politics, economy, law, science, technology, culture and art. 
There are several hundred first class national museums, and 
art and exchange centers in Washington. 

With open urban space comprised of land and waters, 
Washington is one of the American cities with the best 
urban planning. As a highly civilized city, Washington 
has its own cultural traditions and relatively concentrated 
functional areas. You may feel even 10-15 days are too short 
for thoroughly visiting the city.
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Washington has political institutions like the White House, 
Capitol Hill, Supreme Court, Washington Monument, 
Lincoln Memorial, Jefferson Memorial, FBI headquarters, 
Pentagon, Federal Reserve Building, Pan American Union 
Headquarters, Union Station and government institutions, 
each with its own unique architectural style. 

They are innovative modern architectural works and 
traditional Greco-Roman buildings. Designed with temple 
and triumphal arch exteriors and white marble interior and 
sculptures of gods and goddesses from ancient Greek and 
Roman mythologies, these majestic buildings are symbols 
of justice, strength, wisdom and power. The nation’s core 
values outlined in the Declaration of Independence and the 
Constitution of the United States are carved in marble walls. 

City of museums
Most of the museums in Washington are affiliated with 
the Smithsonian Institution, which was established “for the 
increase and diffusion of knowledge among men”. Famous 
museums include Smithsonian American Art Museum, 
National Air and Space Museum, the Arthur M Sackler 

exterior, decor and rich and precious exhibits of museums 
in Washington are a great attraction of the city. You will feel 
ashamed if you miss them.

Temple of art
American cultural institutions like the John F Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts and Washington Opera are 
world-class temples of art reflecting the position of this 
affluent nation in the fields of culture and art. Performances 
are held there constantly, making them important places 
for social gatherings. If you can catch a performance there 
during your tour, it will be a wonderful experience.

You won’t want to miss the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
and Korean Veterans Memorial. Situated on two sides of the 
Washington Monument, the Vietnam memorial features 
a half sunken design and a black memorial wall with the 
names of dead soldiers. Both memorials provoke reflection 
upon war and arouse respect for the dead.

Worth mentioning is the memorial to one of the four 
greatest American presidents: Abraham Lincoln. Born to a 
poor family, Lincoln never went to college but was keen on 
learning and became well-educated through self-study. 

As president, he saved the US from disruption and defended 
the creed of the nation that “all men are created equal”. The 
Lincoln Memorial, a rectangular white marble building with 
giant pillars located on a small hill at the central axis of the 
Washington, looks like a majestic ancient Grecian temple.

The sculpture of Lincoln sitting in the chair stands on a 
high stone base in the hall. Though his face is thin, it seems 
that his eyes gaze as far as the Washington Monument and 
the Capitol Hill, occasionally flashing lightning. In the wall 
at the back is carved: “In this temple, as in the hearts of 
the people, for whom he saved the Union, the memory of 
Abraham Lincoln, is enshrined forever.”

On the right side of the hall are inscriptions of the 
Gettysburg Address and his Second Inaugural Address. 
Students often read the speeches together loudly in front of 
the wall. The brightly-lit Lincoln Memorial, Washington 
Monument and Capitol Hill together with their reflections in 
water, look even more glamorous at night. 

Washington also has many colleges and universities like 
University of the District of Columbia, American University, 
Catholic University of America, Corcoran College of Art and 
Design, George Washington University and Georgetown 
University etc. These colleges and universities are all open to 
the public. You can enrich your travel experience and know 
more about the US educational system by learning about 
their curricula. 

Washington is indeed a destination with abundant tourism 
resources in the American East. Air China has launched 
non-stop Beijing-Washington DC flights in June 2014 to 
facilitate Chinese families touring the US. The direct Beijing-
Washington flight takes only 12 hours, making the journey 
much easier.

Gallery, Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, National 
Museum of American History, National Museum of Natural 
History etc. Among them, the National Air and Space 
Museum is home to the Wright brothers’ plane, satellites, 
spacecraft, missile carriers and the latest space technologies. 
It is a must-see for many tourists. Museums are all free of 
charge.  

The National Museum of Natural History is very much 
worth visiting too. The museum's collections total more than 
126 million specimens of plants, animals, fossils, minerals, 
rocks, meteorites and human cultural artifacts. The animal 
specimens include well-preserved precious mammals, birds, 
amphibians, reptiles, insects and marine organisms etc, 
showing a clear picture of the evolution of man and changes 
in the natural environment. There are also precious minerals 
and stones that show the geological structure. With such a 
rich collection, the museum is a place for extracurricular 
activities of American students. 

There are also such interesting museums as the World 
Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington. In short, the 
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Probably no other city on earth has become as famous through the making of a single movie. And few movies 
have made an unknown city appear so beguiling. Casablanca in North Africa has a dreamlike air, an 
elusive aroma of Arabia, France, Portugal and Spain. This more than 500-year-old city is best known 
from the 1942 movie of the same name, a romantic fiction that nonetheless mirrors the city itself.

Casablanca
Ultimate Romance

Eternal white soul
In the morning mist, the exquisite Arabic geometry of 
mosaic marble walls, the scarlet carpets of great halls, the 
ornate crystal chandeliers and deep blue of the sea are all 
outshone by a brilliant whiteness, the soul of Casablanca.

Casablanca is a relatively young city. Islam was introduced 
to the region in the Middle Ages and the economy of the 

city known 500 years ago as Anfa, grew fast. In the mid-
18th century, a city was reconstructed on the ruins of 
Anfa and named Dar-el-Baida by Sultan Mohammed ben 
Abdallah, king of Morocco. At the end of the 18th century, 
Spanish sailors visited it for the first time. Seeing all the 
white houses, they could not help uttering “Casa blanca! 
Casa blanca!” (white house!). It was when the Spanish later 
gained trading rights to this port that they changed its 
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name to “Casablanca”. Thus the city has two names: Dar-el-
Baida in Arabic and Casablanca in Spanish. Both refer to the 
signature white housing of the city. When Morocco gained 
independence from France in 1956, King Hassan II decided 
to restore its Arabic name: Dar-el-Baida. However, it seems 
even many Moroccans have forgotten that name. Whether 
Casablanca or Dar-el-Baida, maybe it doesn’t matter so much 
as both names mean exactly the same: “white house.” 

As the name suggests, Casablanca is a white city of 
ubiquitous white architecture where even the fishermen’s 
homes are white against the backdrop of brown cliffs. 
Against the blue Atlantic Ocean they form an elegant and 
impressive picture. Besides white architecture, white robes 
are also favored by locals as they believe white is the symbol 
of sincerity and purity. 

Casablanca was greatly influenced by Islamic culture of the 
Middle Ages and European culture of the late 18th century. 
These became less important in the late 19th century when 
Governor Marshal Lyautey revived the city, expanding it 
into an economic hub for the French protectorate, a port 

Movie city
“Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the world, she 
walks into mine.” Casablanca tells of an imperfect romance, 
and perhaps it is this beautiful imperfection that makes so 
many people yearn to visit.

Most visitors come to Casablanca from Europe and the US. 
They come to enjoy gourmet cuisine in the old city, play 
beach volleyball, swim, boat or fish in the sea. But for many 
the most meaningful thing is the movie.

As night falls, many seek out Rick’s Café. Touching though 
Casablanca is, it is after all, just a movie. Actually it was shot 
at Warner’s studios, not in the real city of Casablanca. Like 
the café in the movie, today’s Rick’s Café, a famous scenic 
spot in Casablanca, is located on an unremarkable road not 
far from the busy area. The café was founded in 2004 by 
an American diplomat and Casablanca fan. It is said that 
to create the same ambiance he watched Casablanca more 
than 100 times and among all the replica Rick’s in the world 
this is the most authentic. Today many tourists come to 

city with a booming trade economy. Most of the broad 
boulevards, parks, fountains, Moorish urban architecture 
and landscapes derive from Marshal Lyautey’s ideas. The 
city centers on United Nations Square, a place where most 
newcomers do not gain a strong and immediate sense of 
the city history. But there is another side: the old district of 
Medina on one side of the UN Square is the ancient city.

Medina retains narrow streets, low-roofed houses, rows 
of shops, crowded stalls and occasional men on camels. 
Strolling the alleys you feel as if you entered the Middle 
Ages through an Arabic bazaar. This oldest and busiest 
district in North Africa is most beautiful after dark when 
the locals dress in their distinctive robes, Muslim ladies 
sport scarves and veils and fashionable female European 
tourists promenade. The hustle and bustle on the street, the 
music of the sideshows, the vendors’ cries and the tinkling 
of carriages all mix. Delicious grilled meat, Moroccan snails, 
stewed couscous and tajine are ready to taste. Although the 
old district is completely different from the new, both are 
bright white. 

Rick’s for a cup of coffee. 

In fact, whether or not the movie was true hardly seems to 
matter anymore. The moment “As Time Goes By” plays at 
the café in the evening, all the Casablanca movie memories 
come to mind.

Hassan II Mosque
Don’t worry about getting lost in Casablanca for as long as 
the landmark Hassan II Mosque is in sight, you can find 
your way. Although Morocco is the most economically 
developed country in Africa and today’s Casablanca has 
grown into a modern city, it still sticks to tradition.

The small fishing village of Anfa has turned into an affluent 
neighborhood where luxury hotels, mansions and shopping 
malls cluster together. The neat streets lined with palm trees 
and beautiful private beaches contrast with the ancient 
district, showing that the city even the whole country 
unifies opposites. This is a pre-modern city where coffee, 
sports cars, veiled women and traditional beliefs all coexist. 
Many tourists are surprised by the tribal African beliefs 
behind the secular life of Casablanca. For example, peace at 
home requires animal blood to be spread about the living 
room, while dry, salted frog drives off evil spirits. Tourists 
may regard these beliefs as superstitious, but they form the 
core of local life. 

The unbelievable coexistence of opposites is best illustrated 
by Hassan II Mosque. Hassan II, the greatest king in 
Moroccan history, who received both a traditional and 
western education, issued the first constitution of Morocco. 
After the country grew into one of the most powerful 
countries in North Africa, Hassan II believed all this should 
be attributed to Allah’s guidance and thus decided to build 
a large mosque in Morocco, the westernmost country in the 
Islamic world, to show his appreciation for Allah and named 
the mosque after himself.

Designed by French architect Michel Pinseau, it took 35,000 
craftsmen seven years to complete the $540 million mosque 
on August 30, 1993.

Early morning calls to prayer at the mosque, fast-paced 
urban life, conservative yet open traditions, melancholy 
souls seeking faith despite temptation and danger, all still 
play their part in Casablanca. As time goes by.
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Passing over the Alps, I saw it sparkling below: the great city of Milan, global capital of fashion 
and culture, one of the most sophisticated destinations in Europe, home to four percent of the world’s art 
treasures. Arriving in this ultra-modern Italian metropolis, it nonetheless felt more like the countryside. 
The yellow tram I took into the city was manufactured a century ago and has a well-heeled, old wooden 
floor. For this is Milan, where the trendy transforms the traditional. 

Tradition and Fashion of Milan

Quadrilatero d’Oro: Milan restraint
Milan might be home to numerous art wonders and 
architecture, but many visitors come here for simpler 
reasons: men for the football, women for the fashion. Don’t 
look down on the fashion industry, the engine of Italy’s 
economy. Almost half the world’s luxury brands including 
Armani, Versace, Prada and Gucci come from Milan. At 
the same time, the city is home to the world’s top fashion 
designers. The annual Milan Fashion Week is an important 
guide for high fashion. Designers from all over the world are 
proud to open a boutique in Milan. I could not help noticing 
the way the Milanese women dress. I struggled and failed to 

separate the fashionable from the traditional. Perhaps this is 
where Milan’s charm resides.

My first stop was the Quadrilatero d’Oro (golden rectangle) 
fashion district delineated by Via Montenapoleone, Via 
Manzoni, Via della Spiga and Corso Venezia. I started my 
fashion adventure here. It is more important to bring a pair 
of comfortable shoes than a wad of euros for the testing 
cobbled streets.

The individualistic Italian personality is on parade at 
Quadrilatero d’Oro: Each store is its master’s pride. There 
are no hearty welcomes from the store manager, no shop 
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assistants proffering VIP services. There are price tags that 
cost half the same of those in China.

Completely different from New York, Tokyo, and Shanghai, 
Milanese have made shopping into an art form. Like Milan 
by the Italian poet Umberto Saba, the hidden feelings of 
Milanese pride can be felt in the cobbled shopping streets. 
Milan has a cold beauty, maintaining a restrained distance 
from the exterior world.

Milan Cathedral: playing with God
As a fan of the director Michelangelo Antonioni, my ideas 
about Milan hinge upon his portrayals of Italian middle 
class life in films including The Night, Eclipse and The 
Adventure. These films moved about the Milan streets of 
the 1960s and 1970s. The most impressive plot took place in 
Milan Cathedral.

Far from being a film background or a church, Milan 

location. The Edict of Milan was issued here in 313. 

I sat on a pew quietly for a moment. The interior under the 
huge dome had a mysterious and solemn atmosphere. A 
magnificent light shone through the stained glass windows 
onto refined craftsmanship and paintings. Outside the 
cathedral, the bright sunny square was popular with 
pigeons and tourists. People treat this square like a big 
courtyard. Visitors are like playful children, spending time 
with God freely.

Lake Como: ‘old people and dogs’
The life of a Milanese seemed easy enough to me. Upon 
arriving at Lake Como, I found somewhere even easier. 
Driving an hour out of Milan, you arrive at the town of 
Bellagio beside Lake Como. This small town is an all-year-
round resort guidebooks dub the “back garden of Milan”.

Unlike Milan’s ubiquitous historical and cultural 
architecture, Bellagio has neither. There is only scenery and 
idle hearts. Looking out from the hotel, the scenery looks 
like a painting framed by the window. Lake Como has been 
a popular retreat for aristocrats and wealthy people since 
Roman times. Aristocrats and artists built villas here. These 
villas, of distinctive styles, belong to renowned designers 
and have been owned by generations of celebrated families. 
The wealth and luxury of those prominent families has 
gradually faded, but the paintings, sculptures and antiques 
remain in their villas.

In contrast to the serene villas, the town of Bellagio is often 

bustling. Bellagio is located in the middle of the Y-shaped 
lake, near the lake and mountain. Stretching from lake side 
to the hill, the stone paths are lined with distinctive stores 
selling traditional local handicrafts, colorful silk products, 
leather goods and glittering glassware. All the people here, 
including vendors, visitors and residents, sport the same 
easygoing look as if this were the entire world. Some Chinese 
guidebooks offer another name for Lake Como: “the place for 
old people and dogs”.

Morning is quiet. Fresh winds disperse the mist from the 
lake. The blueness of the lake lightens with the rising sun. 
Stone houses and clean streets shimmer like a mirage under 
the bright sunshine. Lake Como Church of Christ is the 
tallest building in town. The bells ring out in the distance, 
evoking a deep reverie. The streets are empty as people often 
like to lie in in the morning, then pop out in the afternoon 
sunshine. Most visitors have no detailed visiting plans. They 
just lean back on lounge chairs, holding a glass of wine or 
a magazine. Coffee and cheese aromas waft from cafes and 
restaurants. Residents are amateur flower artists, their 
doorsteps filled with colors. At dusk, Lake Como bustles 
with visitors off to climb the mountain, go boating or 
fishing. 

As darkness falls, bars, cafes and restaurants become busy. 
Some talk, others read poems or sing. You may feel as if you 
are back in the Middle Ages. Listen to the chattering visitors. 
Whether English, Italian, Japanese or Cantonese, the only 
universal language is “salute!” or “cheers!”.

Cathedral is a masterpiece resulting from centuries of 
European civilization. The cathedral is the fifth largest in 
the world. The English novelist DH Lawrence dubbed it an 
“imitation hedgehog” due to its spiky appearance. American 
novelist Mark Twain saw a “forest of graceful needles, 
shimmering in the amber sunlight” rise “slowly above the 
pygmy housetops, as one sometimes sees, in the far horizon, 
a gilded and pinnacled mass of cloud lift itself above the 
waste of waves, at sea.” This cathedral is not a typical 
church. The building is famous for its flamboyant Gothic 
architecture, resulting in a lack of religious solemnity.

First Duke of Milan Galeazzo Visconti sponsored the start of 
construction in 1386. In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte, about to 
be crowned King of Italy, ordered the façade to be finished 
and assured all expenses would fall to the French treasury. 
Within seven years, the cathedral façade was complete. The 
interior and exterior decorations were completed in 1897. 
The city and its cathedral occupy an important religious 


